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Il. INTRODUCTION 
WE USE the homomorphism e : n,+,(S) -+ Q/Z of Adams ([l], IV; see also [6], [7]) to study 
homotopy groups of general spaces X, obtaining under suitable conditions the existence 
of rather large cyclic subgroups of n”+,(X). The conditions apply to Lie groups and homo- 
geneous spaces, Thorn complexes, the spaces G,/O, where G, is the H-space of homotopy 
equivalences of Sq-‘, etc., in non-stable dimensions. Briefly, the idea is this: let e: rr”+,(S”) + 
Q/Z be defined by means of the Chern character; let f: S” + X be a map satisfying two 
conditions, first f * : g*(X) + I? *(S”) is surjective, second H”+‘(X; Q) c decomposable 
elements and r # n; then the kernel off, : n,+,(S”) + n,+,(X) is contained in the kernel of e 
Furthermore e in the stable range r < n - 1 has been determined by Adams, and finally. 
one has to study the K-theory of X and find maps f: S” + X satisfying the two conditions. 
Some results of Toda on non-stable homotopy groups of classical groups [9] are generalized 
by our results. 
The above method using the Chern character and rational cohomology can be general- 
ized in various ways, but for simplicity we,will not do so in this paper. 
We first recall the definition of the Adams e-homomorphism in terms of characteristic 
classes. For any space X, let R,.(X) and i?,(X) denote complex and real K-theory, i.e. homo- 
topy classes of maps into BU or BO. Let c : &(X) + R,(X) be the complexification homo- 
morphism, and ch, : I?,(X) -P ii *(X; Q), ch, = chc - c : I?,(X) --) I?: *(X; Q) the Chern 
character. Let F denote either R or C. 
If g : S2”-l --t s2q is a map, where n > q > 0, consider S2q 4 S2q u ezn L S2” and take 
K,, assuming q and n both even if F = R. Then we have a commutat&e diagram 
- 2q i* o+------&(S )v EF(Szqu e’“) d jr X7,(S2”) - 0 
1 
ch 
I 
ch 
1 
ch 
0 c- A2q(S2q; Q) & fi*(S2q u e2”; Q) a fi*(S2n; Q) - 0 
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Let yq , (, generate &(Szq), K,(S2”), each isomorphic to Z. Let x4, x, generate H2q(S2q; Z), 
H2”(S2”; Z); then fi*(S24 u e2”; Z) = Zy, @ Zy, where i*y, = x4, j*x. = yn . Similarly 
&(S2q u e’“) = Za, 0 Zcl, where i*a, = yq, j*(, = CC,, and clq is determined only up to 
adding a multiple of a,. Then 
ch aq = a29 yq + la2” yn 
ch ~1, = aznyn 
where~EQ,a2,EZ,anda2i=1ifF=CorifF=Rand2irOmod8,buta2,=2if 
F = R and 2i = 4 mod 8. Then e,(g) is defined as the residue class of 1 in Q/Z. e, is then a 
well-defined homomorphism ~c~,_.~(S~~) + Q/Z. Furthermore eR = e, if 2n - 2q = O(8); 
however if 2n - 2q = 4(8) then e, = 2e, if 2q E O(8), whereas e, = 2ec if 2q E 4(8). 
If a map g’ : SZnV2 + S2q-l is given we can apply RF1 and define e,(g’) by the same 
procedure as before; equivalently e,(g’) = er(S(g’)), S denoting the suspension. 
For any space X, an element of A(X; Q) is called decomposable if it can be written 
as a sum of products of (at least two) elements of R(X; Q), i.e. is in k(X, Q)“; further a 
decomposable lement will be called n-decomposable if it can be written as a sum of products 
of elements of degrees not equal to n. 
2.1 THEOREM. Let f : S2q -+ X be a map, and let n > q > 0, n and q both even if F = R. 
Assume: 
1. f *RF(X) = dl?,(S2q) where d is a non-zero integer, and 
2. Either n # 2q and H’“(X; Q)/(d ecomposables) = 0, or else n = 2q and H’“(X; Q)/(n- 
decomposables) = 0. 
Then: Ker f* : n,,,-,(S23 + n,,,_,(X) is contained in Ker d. e, : 7c2,_,(S23 + Q/Z. The same 
result is true with 2q,2n replaced by 2q - 1, 2n - 1, RF by I?F1 and 2. by 2’. : H2”-l(X; Q)/ 
(decomposables) = 0. 
Proof. Let g : SZn-l + S2q, f: S2q + X, and assume fo g null-homotopic. Then f factors 
through S2q u e2” as in the following diagram: 
9 
s2n- 19 S2” 
\ 
& s2q,v e2n_L+ S2" 
f k 
\/ 
L/ 
X 
Let yq E R,(S2q) be a generator and let dy, = f *(q), q E R,(X). Thus k*q E: RF(S2q u e2”) 
satisfies i*k*q = dy, whence k*q = dol, + rcI, (uq, a, being as in the definition of e, above). 
Thus ch k*q = d ch gq + r ch U, = da,, y,, + (dA + r)a2” yzn where r E Z. Suppose now that 
H2”(X; Q) = 0: then ch k*q has vanishing 2n-dimensional component, thus d,I + r - 0 
mod Z, i.e. dA z de,(g) = 0 in Q/Z. Thus g E Ker de e, . If instead of assuming H2”(X; Q) = 0 
we merely assume it n-decomposable, i.e. every element is a sum of products of elements 
in g’(X; Q) with i # n, then ch k*q is n-decomposable in dimension 2n. However 
H2”(S2q u e2n; Q) has no n-decomposable elements. This concludes the proof. 
The following results on e, are due to Adams ([l], completing earlier results, e.g. 
[619 171): 
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Let nzn_i(SZ*) b e in the stable range, i.e. if r = 2n - 1 - 2q then r < 2q - 1 so 
7&#*q) z 71,“. If r = 4s - 1 and 2q = O(8) then eR : n2,-,(S2q) + Q/Z has as image a 
cyclic group of orderj, = denominator of 2 (B, = 8th Bernoulli number), ([l], II, $2) and 
the kernel of e, is a direct summand (this last statement is proved only for odd s and is only 
stated for even s in [l], IV, p. 22). The results when 2q = 4(8) can be deduced from the 
above. 
The homomorphism e, commutes with suspension (2-fold or 8-fold, for F = C or R). 
Furthermore in the stable range eR(rc,S) = en o J(n,(SO)). From these two remarks and other 
known results we will obtain the following non-stable results: 
2.2. PRoPosrrroN. Let 2q s O(4) and q > 5. Let II = O(2). Zf n I 3q - 2, then e, : 
n2,_2(S2q-1) + Q/Z has the same image as eR : n2n-2+8N(S2q-‘+8N) --) QjZ for all N. 
Proof. Consider the following diagram: 
~2”-2q-lcw2q - 1)) A ?r2,-2q_1(so(24 - 1 -I- 8N)) 
1 J 1 J 
n*,_*(e-1) - EBN 7&2+&S2q-‘+8N). 
If n < 3q - 2 then 2n - 2q - 1 I 4q - 5. By a result of Barratt and Mahowald ([2]), 
%q- s(SO(24 - 1)) + n4q_5(SO) is surjective for q > 5; since e, * J(n,(SO)) = eR(Ic,s), the 
result follows. 
The following proposition is contained in Adams ([ 11, IV, 012) and Toda ([lo], Lemma 
13.5, Th. 13.9).: 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Letp be an oddprime. For n 2 3 there are elements ai = E”-‘ai(3) 
E Z2i(p-i)+(n_l)(S”) (oforderp) such that e,@,(n) = - I/p E Q/Z. Zfp = 3 undn 2 5, there are 
elements a,‘(n) = En-‘a,‘(5) E ~,,+ll(S”) of order 9, such that 3a,‘(n) = IX&Z) and e,@,‘(n) = 
-l/9. 
$3. AN APPLICATION TO GENERAL LIE GROUPS 
In discussing homotopy groups of Lie groups it will be sufficient o consider groups L 
which are compact, simply-connected, and simple. Then 7cJL) % Z; letf: S3 --+ L be a gen- 
erator. The homomorphismf* : Kcvl(L) + Kc-1(S3) is determined in [4] in terms of the 
algebraic structure of L, i.e. roots or Dynkin diagram: if L has rank 1, basic weights 
1 t,...,&,if6=&+.** + t, , dim (pi) denotes the dimension of the irreducible represen- 
tation p, ofL with highest weight li , j? is the highest root, and ( , ) indicates the Killing form, 
we let 
n, = 2(&, li + 26) dim& 
I 
(jqj3) -dimL’ 
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The representations pi determine elements [pi] of Kc-‘(L), and we have: ch [p& = IZ~. 
(generator of H3(L; Z)) (where the subscript 3 indicates the 3-dimensional component). 
Finally, we set d = g.c.d.{n,}, i = 1, . . . , 1. Then:f*Kc-l(L) = dK,-‘(S3). 
It is also shown in [4] that a prime p divides d if and only if H*(L; Z) has p-torsion. 
The primitive generators of H,(L; Q) occur in dimensions which can also be determined 
from the Dynkin diagram [I I]. Finally, Zi(G) @I Q 2 PH,(G; Q) by the Hurewicz homo- 
morphism. 
We then have: 
3.1. THEOREM. Let L be a compact, simple Lie group, p an oddprime. Suppose p does not 
divide the integer d defined above. Let k = 2i(p - 1) + 2, i 2 1. Then either n,(L) contains a 
cyclic group of order p or else rck + ,(L) is infinite. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.3 : The subgroup 
of Q(L) is generated by_& cq(3). 
The above result can be generalized: L can be taken as a simply-connected finite- 
dimensional associative H-space which is not acyclic and has no p-torsion. The analogous 
facts for 7r3 follow from Clark ([12]), and the absence of p-torsion allows us to find an 
element of K,-‘(L) whose Chern character in dimension 3 is a generator of H3(L; Z). 
Let SG, denote the H-space of all degree one maps S-r + St-‘, under composition of 
maps (see [8] as a general reference for this section). SG, contains the rotation group SO, 
and we have a diagram of fibre spaces and maps: 
SGtlSOt ht BSO, 4 BSG, 
(4.0) St I I 
rt 
I 
SG/SO -% BSO p. BSG 
the lower row consists of the limit spaces obtained by letting t --f co. 
We recall ([SJ, 6.4) that the map or is an isomorphism for i < 2t - 3 and surjective for 
i = 2t - 3. Also, q(BSG,) is finite for i 2 0 unless i = t is even, in which case we have a 
surjection pt : nn,(BSO,) 0 Q--t n,(BSG,) @I Q z Q (the rational Euler class: see [8]). It 
follows that rc,(SG,/SO,) is finite unless i z O(4) and i I 2t - 2, in which case it has rank one. 
Further, H*(SG,/SO, ; Q) is a polynomial algebra on generators of dimensions i E O(4), 
i 5 2t - 2, images of the rational Pontryagin classes in H*(BSO, ; Q). We look now at the 
map r, o h, : SG,/SO, + BSO of diagram (4.0): 
4.1. LEMMA. Let 0 < 4s < 2t - 3. Then (7, 0 hr)+,s(SGt/SOt) is a subgroup of index c, j, 
in a,,(BSO) z Z, where j, is the denominator of BJ4s, c, = 1 ifs is oddand c, = 1 or 2 ifs is even; 
also, c, j, is the order of Jz,,(BO) c r~sI_~_~. 
Proof. h, : n,,(SG/SO) + x&BSO) has cokernel of order c,j, = order of &,(BSO) 
([l], IV). c, = 1 in all known cases, and an Adams conjecture is that it is always 1. Further, 
if 4s < 2t - 3, (a,), is surjective, proving the lemma. 
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We are interested in the homotopy groups of SGJSO, but will now find it convenient 
to look at SG,/Spin, (the fibre of the composite map B Spin, -+ BSO, -+ BSG,) which has 
the same homotopy groups as SGJSO, in dimensions greater than 1, and the same rational 
cohomology ring. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let 0 < 4s < 2t - 3. Then there exists a map tl = qs,r. : SGJSpin, + BO 
such that n* n,,(SG,/Spin,) = c, n,,(BO) (c, being 1 or 2 as in Lemma 4.1). 
Proof. The key point of the proof is to construct a map p”t : SGJSpin, + BO such that 
(pJ* rc,,(SG,/Spin,) = c,n, n,,(BO) where n, is the numerator of BJ4s. We will sketch this 
referring for further details to our paper [3]; however, G. Brumfiel has told us that such a 
map p was considered earlier (and independently) by Sullivan and himself. Once one has 
the map pt : SG,/Spin, + BO, one can construct qs, f as follows: let r, 0 h, : SG,/Spin, -P BSO 
be as in Lemma 4.1, let v, be the composition of z, 0 h, with the natural map BSO + BO. 
Using the H-space structure of BO, let qs, t = (pJns . (vJbs, where - and exponent refer to 
multiplication of function values in BO, and a,, b, are integers satisfying: 
a,n, + b,j, = 1. 
Thus it remains to construct pt, for which we give only a sketch and refer to [3]. Let 
t 5 8k; we construct pak and then just compose this with the natural map SG,/Spin, + 
SGsk/Spinsk . To begin with we construct a map S8k(SG,k/Spin,,) + M Spin,, , into the 
Thorn complex of the standard Sakml bundle over B Spins,, then compose this with the 
KO-orientation M Spinsk +BO of M Spin,, and finally use periodicity to get SG,,.Spins, 
--f BO. The map Ssk(SG&pin8k) + M Spin,, comes from noting that the pull-back to 
SGsk/Spin,, of the standard bundle over B Spin,, is fibre homotopy trivial and so its Thorn 
complex is the one point union of Pk and Sak(SG8k/Spin8k). We then have the following 
commutative diagram, where ch, and 2-l denote the pull-backs to N4”(S4”; Q) of these 
characteristic classes in H*(BO; Q): 
n4,(SG,/SpW Yt 7tnqS(BO) 
I 
rt 
1 
A-’ 
~4sU-W a H4’(S4”; Q) z Q 
Then the image of v, is c,j,n,,(BO), and 2-i applied to a generator of n4JBO) yields 
a, BJ4s = a,nJj, E Q, (where a, = 1 for even s, =2 for odd s), whereas ch, applied to a 
generator of ACHE yields a,. Therefore the image of pr is c,n, 7c4,(BO), concluding the 
proof. 
4.3 THEOREM. Let r, s bepositive integerssatisfying: 4s< 2t - 3,2t - 2 < 4s + 4r - 1 < 
6t - 13; assume also 4s > 10 tfr> s. Then ~I~~+~~_~(SGJ,SOJ contains a cyclic group of order 
jV/4; tfr or s is even it contains a cyclic group of order jr/c, (c, = 1 or 2 as in Lemma 4.1). 
If p is an odd prime and i any positive integer satisfying 4s < 4t - 2 < 4s + 2i(p - 1) 
then 714,+Zi(p_l)_1(SGt/SOt) contains a group of orderp. 
Proof. Let f: S4” + SGJSO, represent a generator of an infinite cyclic direct summand 
of R~~(SG~/SOJ for 4s < 2t - 3. Assume first r # s. f *Ka(SGJSO,) 2 cs&&S4’) by the 
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previous theorem. By Proposition 2.2, eR : n4s+4r_1 (X4”) --) Q/Z has as image a cyclic group 
of order j, if r or s is even and jr/4 if r, s are both odd, provided that 2s + 2r < 6s - 2, 
i.e. 4s + 4r - I < 12s - 4 < 6t - 13. Since c, = 1 if s is odd, c,eR has as image a cyclic 
group of order jr/4 if r, s are both odd, j,./c, otherwise. Thus a cyclic subgroup of 
r~~+~~_r(S~~) which maps onto the image of c,e, is mapped by f* onto a finite cyclic sub- 
group of ~4~+4~-~ (SGJSO,) whose order is divisible by jr/4 or jr/c,. If r = s, we use f' : 
S4'- '-P Q(SGJSO3, noting that H 4r+4s-1 (Q(SGt/SO,)) = (decomposables). 
The result for odd primes p is proved similarly using Proposition 2.3, completing the 
proof. 
Let SF,_, be the H-space of all degree one maps of S’-’ preserving a base point. Thus 
SO,_i c SF,_, c SG,, and SF,_, + SG, + St-’ is a principal fibration. The composite map 
SF,_JSO,_, -+ SG,/SO,_, --f SGJSO, 
induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups of SFt_lISO,_l onto those of SGJSO,, as 
can be seen from the following diagram in which the row and column are the natural 
fibrations and SO,lSO,_, = St-’ = SG,ISF,_, 
= I\ 
~SF,_l/SO,_l d SGt/SO,-l - SG,/SF,_ 1 
\I 
WlSOt 
In fact the horizontal fibration has a cross-section and the vertical one a retraction to the 
fibre. 
SF,_, has the homotopy type of the component of the trivial loop in R’- ‘St- ’ so that 
ni(SF1-1) = ni+t-1 (S’-‘) for i > 0. Also, n,(SF,_,) x n,(SG,) if i -c t - 2. Let 8 denote the 
natural map in the fibration SF,_,/SO,_, ?, BSO,_l + BSF,_,. 
For the remainder of this section we will consider only odd primes p and neglect all 
powers of 2. Then ~c~,(BSO~~+ r ) = Z for 4s I 4k, and the other homotopy groups vanish 
in dimensions 14k. Thus B,n43(SF,,+,/S0,k+,) = j, n4s(BS0,k+,) for 4s I 4k; if as, p, 
represent generators of the infinite cyclic direct summands, we have 6,a, = j, /Is. 
Letr < s,r + s > k.Thenthestablegrouprr4,+,,_,(S4”) = (ImJ),.@ Kere,where(ImJ), 
is cyclic of order j, . By Theorem 2.1, both a,* and /I,* map (Im .Q injectively. Further 
0,a,,(Im J), = &&)*(Im J)r = j, - (Ps*(Im J),). The subgroup j,&,(Im .Q is isomorphic to 
j,(Z/j, Z). Thus 8, : a,(ImJ), + j, /I,*(ImJ)r has kernel a cyclic group of order the g.c.d. (j, ,j,) 
and image a cyclic group of order j,/( j, , j,.). The kernel of 13* is isomorphic to 
X4s+4r-1(SFZL+,)/(ImJ) = rr4s+4,+21r(S2k+1)/ImJ. 
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Here Im J is of course the image of the J-homomorphism, possibly unstable, namely 
J: %+‘+1(S%+J + 7c4s+4r+2k(S2k+1). Thus we have: 
4.4. THEOREM. Consider odd primary components only, and let r < s I k < r + s. Then 
n4s+4,+2k(S2k+1)/Im J contains? a cyclic group of order ci,, jr) = g.c.d. of j,, j, . Furthermore 
%,+4,-1(BSOzk+1) contains a cyclicgroup of order j, whose intersection with the kernel ofJ has 
order divisible by j,./( j, , jr>. 
We remark that similar results hold if some dimension restrictions are dropped but we 
look only at groups of order p: using the elements ~~(4s) of order p in ~c,,~,_,)+~,_~(S~~) 
(see Prop. 2.3) where 2s z O(p - l), 4s < 4k < 2i(p - 1) + 4s, we obtain elements of orderp 
in n,i(,-l,+4s-1(SIF,k,lISO 2k+l) which are mapped into zero in Ir2i(p-1)+4s_1(BS02k+1) by 
8* since j, = O(p) if 2s z O(p - 1) (and the ~~~(4s) are suspensions if s > 0). Thus these 
elements in ker 0* belong to the image of 
n2i(p-1)+4s-1(SF2k+,)/(Im J) = n2i(p-,)+4,+2k(s2k”)/rm J 
(if 2i(p - 1) + 4s > 4k as we assumed). (These elements of “2i(p-1)+4s+2k(SZkf1) are prob- 
ably given by Toda’s elements c(k , uk’ at least in certain dimensions.) 
In this section we discuss briefly how the hypotheses of 2. I, 2.2, 2.3 apply to certain 
spaces. 
i) Unitary groups U(k): we may use maps f: S2q-’ --) U(k) representing enerators of the 
stable groups “2q_1(uk) for q 5 k, so that f *Kc-‘(U,) = Kc-1(S2q-1). We obtain informa- 
tion on the groups 7r2,, _ 2( U,) for k < n I 3k - 2 relating to the integersj, and information 
on elements of odd prime order for all n > k. By using the fibration & --t U, + UN/u, for 
N > 2n - 2, we can transfer this information to 7-r 2”._r( UN/u&. 
ii) UN/U, has no torsion and is 2k-connected. If f: SZk+’ -+ U,/U, represents a generator 
of ?rzk+l(UN/Uk) w Z then f*Rc-‘(uN/uk) = K,-‘(Szk+l). We then obtain reSdtS on 
,r2k+&(UN/Uk) if 2k + 4r > 2N - 2 SO that H2k+4r+1(LJ-N/Uk) is decomposable. 
The same method applies to any (finite dimensional) space X which has no homology 
torsion and is n-connected. 
iii) The spaces SO(n), U(n)/SO(n), BSO(n), etc. have stable homotopy groups which are 
known and coincide with the groups KRmi(Sk) for suitable i, k. 
iv) Let 5 be a real vector bundle of dimension 8k over a space Y such that wl(t) = 0 = ~~(0; 
then 5 admits a Spin structure. If T(t) denotes the Thorn space and f: SEk + T(5) the 
canonical inclusion then f satisfies condition 1 of Theorem 2.1 with d = 1, 2q = 8k. If 
H2”-8k( Y; Q) = 0 then T(r) also satisfies condition 2. Without the Spin-orientability we 
still get results for odd primes. 
t The referee has kindly made the following remark: Im J is here the unstable image of J. The fact 
that ~4, + 4, + ~,&z? + ‘)/Im J is non-zero does not imply that the corresponding stabilized group 99~~ + 4,_ l/Im J 
is non-zero. For instance, for 3-primary components, we have ~1 &S5) = 29 = TQ @)/Im J, but 
7rllS/Im J = 0. 
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As an example we consider P,+8k_1/Psk_l = PFtql where P, is t-dimensional real 
projective space, q is the standard line bundle, so that the vector bundle 8kq is Spin ori- 
entable. g *(PfEql ; Q) is zero except in dimensions 8k and 8k + r - 1 if r is even. Hence 
f ’ %k+4s-1 (ssk) ~n8k+4s-1(Pr+8k_-1/P8k_1) is injective on a cyclic group of order j, 
pkided that 4s < 8k. This cyclic group is the image of J if s is odd or if s is even and 
c, = 1 (Adams conjecture). 
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